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Inside the Microsoft Build Engine 2010-12-24 as software complexity increases proper build practices become ever
more important this essential reference fully updated for visual studio 2010 drills inside msbuild and shows you
how to maximize your control over the build and deployment process learn how to customize and extend build
processes with msbuild and scale them to the team product or enterprise level with team foundation build
Inside the Microsoft Build Engine 2010 presents a guide to the software build and deployment process using msbuild
INSIDE THE MICROSOFT BUILD ENGINE USING MSBUILD AND TEAM FOUNDATION BUILD, 2ND EDITION (With CD ) 2011-09-01 get
the supplement that helps you drill even further into msbuild and maximize your control over the software build
and deployment process designed as a companion to the popular book inside the microsoft build engine using msbuild
and team foundation build second edition this supplement extends your knowledge by covering what s new in visual
studio 2012 for msbuild and team foundation build you ll also gain a fresh cookbook of examples to help you get
productive with ui changes batching team foundation server offline apps database publishing and other essential
topics extends your knowledge of msbuild with all new coverage of visual studio 2012 shares additional hands on
insights and guidance from two expert authors provides a cookbook of examples to study and reuse
Supplement to Inside the Microsoft Build Engine 2013-04-15 a practical guide to effectively using customizing and
extending the build engine as software complexity increases proper build practices become ever more important this
essential reference drills inside msbuild and shows how to maximize your control over the build and deployment
process learn how to customize and extend build processes with msbuild and scale them to the team product or
enterprise level with team foundation build discover how to create and modify msbuild files outside the visual
studio ide use xml based syntax to declare dynamic properties and items apply built in tasks or write your own
customize the build process adding code generation unit testing or code analysis use batching and incremental
builds to reduce build times invoke external tools in scripts and create reusable files start and stop services
set assembly versions and extend the clean process configure customize and extend team build and automate build
from end to end
Inside the Microsoft Build Engine: Using MSBuild and Team Foundation Build 2009-01-01 msbuild is more than just a
list of source files it is a declarative programming language and with the new features in the net 4 0 engine a
rather expressive language to boot this book explores the microsoft build engine used by c vb net f and c projects
the 4 0 version shipped with visual studio 2010 in depth and in a very practical way full of examples not covered
in the reference material or in the other book on msbuild inside you ll find how to unify all your projects how to
add help to your build how to simulate loops and data joins how to use inline c code in project files how to
enhance logging and over 90 additional tips and tricks and including some extensive walkthroughs of more advanced
topics like dealing with huge projects and rolling your own tool integrations right in the ide you can further
explore the content with code samples on the so if you ve ever found yourself wondering how to get msbuild to
perform some simple arithmetic or a string replacement see trick 9 find a subset of files using a complex
expression see trick 11 specify the folder where msbuild exe resides see trick 6 fail the build when your custom
task shows an error but the build still succeeds see trick 2 get you a list of all the referenced assemblies in
your project see trick 72 get visual studio to stop ignoring your customizations see trick 82 search for your
customizations without having to hardcode paths see trick 16 allow almost any property to be tweaked see trick 45
do something that seems too complex for afterbuild see trick 23 extract the branch name from a path see trick 99
and don t be put off if you re brand new to msbuild if you ve ever so much as peeked at the xml in a c project
file you ll be well served by this book you ll start from first principals and the most basic mechanisms of
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msbuild and the structure of an msbuild file will be explained each trick is small and digestible and presented in
a way that you can try out new techniques with just a few lines of msbuild in a text file most of the tricks are
things you can copy directly into your own build files and use that day while many of the tricks stand on their
own the more complex ones are broken down and presented in sequences that progressively build on one another you
won t need any other book on msbuild but if you happen to have the other one msbuild trickery will take you far
beyond a reference book providing practical guidance and preparing you for all of those truly unique gotchas that
appear when the build runs with a foreword by dan moseley microsoft senior development lead for visual studio
project build
MSBuild Trickery 2011-08-01 a c developer s book and ebook guide to the features and programming interfaces of
windows workflow foundation
Programming Windows Workflow Foundation: Practical WF Techniques and Examples using XAML and C# 2006-01-01 this
book is a collection of notes and sample codes written by the author while he was learning c topics include data
variables and expressions logical expressions and conditional statements arrays and loops data types precision of
float double and decimal performance of float double and decimal binary representation of float and double values
binary representation of decimal values methods execution environment common language runtime intermediate
language assembler and disassembler private memory vs virtual memory multithreading programs async and await
feature wpf windows presentation foundation msbuild tool xaml extensible application markup language updated in
2020 version 3 31 with minor changes for latest updates and free sample chapters visit herongyang com c sharp
C# Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial Examples 2020-12-20 brilliantly compiled by author juval lowy programming net
components second edition is the consummate introduction to the microsoft net framework the technology of choice
for building components on windows platforms from its many lessons tips and guidelines readers will learn how to
use the net framework to program reusable maintainable and robust components following in the footsteps of its
best selling predecessor programming net components second edition has been updated to cover net 2 0 it remains
one of the few practical books available on this topic this invaluable resource is targeted at anyone who develops
complex or enterprise level applications with the net platform an ever widening market in fact nearly two million
microsoft developers worldwide now work on such systems programming net components second edition begins with a
look at the fundamentals of component oriented programming and then progresses from there it takes the time to
carefully examine how components can simplify and add flexibility to complex applications by allowing users to
extend their capabilities next the book introduces a variety of net essentials as well as net development
techniques within this discussion on component development a separate chapter is devoted to each critical
development feature including asynchronous calls serialization remoting security and more all the while hazardous
programming pitfalls are pointed out saving the reader from experiencing them the hard way a net expert and noted
authority on component oriented programming lowy uses his unique access to microsoft technical teams to the best
possible advantage conveying detailed insider information in easy to grasp activity filled language this hands on
approach is designed to allow individuals to learn by doing rather than just reading indeed after digesting
programming net components second edition readers should be able to start developing net components immediately
programming net components second edition is the consummate introduction to the microsoft net framework the
technology of choice for building components on windows platforms from its many lessons tips and guidelines
readers will learn how to use the net framework to program reusable maintainable and robust components following
in the footsteps of its best selling predecessor programming net components second edition has been updated to
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cover net 2 0 this invaluable resource is targeted at anyone who develops complex or enterprise level applications
with the net platform an ever widening market
Programming .NET Components 2005-07-27 get best in class engineering practices to help you write more robust bug
free code two microsoft net development experts share real world examples and proven methods for optimizing the
software development life cycle from avoiding costly programming pitfalls to making your development team more
efficient managed code developers at all levels will find design prototyping implementation debugging and testing
tips to boost the quality of their code today optimize each stage of the development process from design to
testing and produce higher quality applications use metaprogramming to reduce code complexity while increasing
flexibility and maintainability treat performance as a feature and manage it throughout the development life cycle
apply best practices for application scalability employ preventative security measures to ward off malicious
attacks practice defensive programming to catch bugs before run time incorporate automated builds code analysis
and testing into the daily engineering process implement better source control management and check in procedures
establish a quality driven milestone based project rhythm and improve your results
Solid Code 2009-02-18 ��� programming asp net core microsoft press 2018� ������������ 2016�������1 0������asp net
core� windows�������linux�macos�������������������web���������������������������� ���asp net core������������ asp
net core����������������������� ������ ������ ���������� ����������������������������������
プログラミングASP.NET Core 2019-05-23 microsoft visual studio 2005 unleashed is a deep dive into the visual studio 2005
tool specifically it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the
ultimate productivity and use out of the visual studio 2005 development environment this book folds in real world
development experience with detailed information about the ide to make you more productive and ease transition
from other development environments including prior versions of visual studio this book will also help you
increase team collaboration and project visibility with visual studio team systems and it will give you straight
to the point answers to common developer questions about the ide chapters include code viewers explorers and
browsers refactoring code 8 writing asp net applications defining standards and practices introduction to visual
studio team system work item tracking unit and load testing
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed 2006-08-18 microsoft visual studio 2008 unleashed is an end to end deep
dive into the visual studio development environment it s meant to provide you guidance on how you can squeeze the
ultimate productivity out of the many features built into the net development tools understanding how to use your
tools will make you a better developer this book was written with that premise as its focus the authors have
folded in real world development experience alongside detailed information about the ide the result is practical
easy to employ information that will make you a more productive and complete developer this book also helps to
ease your transition from other development environments and former versions of visual studio finally this book
provides an entire section dedicated to visual studio team system it will help you understand how the team
architect team developer team database developer and team tester work with the team foundation server to increase
team collaboration visibility and productivity microsoft visual studio 2008 unleashed provides straight to the
point answers to common developer questions about the ide detailed information on what s new in visual studio 2008
working with solutions projects editors and designers writing asp net applications writing and consuming services
using windows communication foundation wcf writing windows forms and windows presentation foundation wpf
applications creating and hosting workflow based applications using windows workflow foundation wf working with
data and databases refactoring code debugging code automating the ide writing macros add ins and wizards using
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team collaboration and the visual studio team system products managing source code changes tracking projects with
team foundation server and work items modeling applications performing unit web and load testing working with team
foundation build
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed 2008-05-30 proven author provides expert analysis on key new features
visual studio 2005 release provides an ample catalyst for sales of this book our net 2 0 series has proven to be a
very successful book line this is a member of such
Deploying .NET Applications 2006-11-22 using agile methods and the tools of visual studio 2010 development teams
can deliver higher value software faster systematically eliminate waste and increase transparency throughout the
entire development lifecycle now microsoft visual studio product owner sam guckenheimer and leading visual studio
implementation consultant neno loje show how to make the most of microsoft s new visual studio 2010 application
lifecycle management alm tools in your environment this book is the definitive guide to the application of agile
development with scrum and modern software engineering practices using visual studio 2010 you ll learn how to use
visual studio 2010 to empower and engage multidisciplinary self managing teams and provide the transparency they
need to maximize productivity along the way guckenheimer and loje help you overcome every major impediment that
leads to stakeholder dissatisfaction from mismatched schedules to poor quality blocked builds to irreproducible
bugs and technology silos to geographic silos coverage includes accelerating the flow of value to customers in any
software project no matter how large or complex empowering high performance software teams and removing overhead
in software delivery automating burndowns and using dashboards to gain a real time multidimensional view of
quality and progress using visual studio 2010 to reduce or eliminate no repro bugs automating deployment and
virtualizing test labs to make continuous builds deployable using test impact analysis to quickly choose the right
tests based on recent code changes working effectively with sources branches and backlogs across distributed teams
sharing code build automation test project and other data across net and java teams uncovering hidden
architectural patterns in legacy software so you can refactor changes more confidently scaling scrum to large
distributed organizations whatever your discipline this book will help you use visual studio 2010 to focus on what
really matters building software that delivers exceptional value sooner and keeps customers happy far into the
future
Agile Software Engineering with Visual Studio 2011-09-15 a comprehensive easy to understand guide to visual studio
2010 visual studio is microsoft s comprehensive development environment that encompasses the net framework various
programming languages and asp net programmers love it for developing applications for mobile devices and the
because visual studio can be complex the all in one for dummies format makes it easy for beginners to grasp its
different parts and get up to speed visual studio is a development environment used with various programming
languages to create a variety of applications including those for the and mobile devices the updated visual studio
2010 features new emphasis on development for windows 7 cloud computing and enhanced and silverlight visual studio
2010 all in one for dummies shows how to build applications using the enhanced productivity features of visual
studio 2010 minibooks cover a visual studio overview getting started building windows 7 and cloud applications
data access coding and other ide details ideal for new programmers or java programmers who want to become
proficient with visual studio visual studio 2010 all in one for dummies provides both a great instruction book for
new programmers and a valuable reference for the more experienced
Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For Dummies 2010-06-03 visual studio 2008 is packed with features that help you
create better software and do it with less repetition and drudgery visual studio 2008 all in one desk reference
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for dummies shows you how to make the most of this cool suite of tools it s all here this comprehensive seven
books in one guide gets you up and running with visual studio 2008 in no time you ll discover microsoft s vision
for visual studio get familiar with the net environment and languages and learn how to install browse and make
connections with visual studio soon you ll be building applications for vista office 2007 and mobile devices using
ajax and linq and testing and debugging your programs discover how to understand visual studio s role in software
development work with net languages develop applications for vista build smart client interfaces use the visual
data designer use ajax controls streamline application deployment debug your applications explore asp net services
work with strongly typed data sets access data with visual studio program with visual studio 2008 build
professional reports with crystal reports fully updated with new information on vista and net framework 3 0
development ms office application development and more visual studio 2008 all in one desk reference for dummies
also features a companion site packed with sample projects supplemental podcasts and a support forum you ll never
find a smarter way to get up to speed with visual studio 2008
Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies 2011-02-09 this book represents a thorough and extensive
treatment of the software build process including the choices benefits and challenges of a well designed build
process i recommend it not only to all software build engineers but to all software developers since a well
designed build process is key to an effective software development process kevin bodie director software
development pitney bowes inc an excellent and detailed explanation of build systems an important but often
overlooked part of software development projects the discussion of productivity as related to build systems is
alone well worth the time spent reading this book john m pantone objectech corporation vp it educator and course
developer peter smith provides an interesting and accessible look into the world of software build systems
distilling years of experience and covering virtually every type of tool in the build engineer s toolbox well
organized well written and very thorough i would recommend this book to anyone with a build system under their
responsibility jeff overbey project co lead photran software build systems teaches how to think about building
software it surveys the tools and techniques for building software products and the ways things go wrong this book
will appeal to those new to build systems as well as experienced build system engineers monte davidoff software
development consultant alluvial software inc inadequate build systems can dramatically impact developer
productivity bad dependencies false compile errors failed software images slow compilation and time wasting manual
processes are just some of the byproducts of a subpar build system in software build systems software productivity
expert peter smith shows you how to implement build systems that overcome all these problems so you can deliver
reliable software more rapidly at lower cost smith explains the core principles underlying highly efficient build
systems surveying both system features and usage scenarios next he encapsulates years of experience in creating
and maintaining diverse build systems helping you make well informed choices about tools and practices and avoid
common traps and pitfalls throughout he shares a wide range of practical examples and lessons from multiple
environments including java c c and c coverage includes mastering build system concepts including source trees
build tools and compilation tools comparing five leading build tools gnu make ant scons cmake and the eclipse ide
s integrated build features ensuring accurate dependency checking and efficient incremental compilation using
metadata to assist debugging profiling and source code documentation packaging software for installation on your
target machine best practices for managing complex version control systems build machines and compilation tools if
you re a developer this book will illuminate the issues involved in building and maintaining the build system that
s best for your team if you re a manager you ll discover how to evaluate your team s build system and improve its
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effectiveness and if you re a build guru you ll learn how to optimize the performance and scalability of your
build system no matter how demanding your requirements are
Software Build Systems 2011-03-11 use visual studio team foundation server 2012 and agile methods to deliver
higher value software faster this is the definitive guide to applying agile development and modern software
engineering practices with visual studio team foundation server 2012 microsoft s complementary application
lifecycle management alm platform written by the microsoft visual studio product owner and a long time team
foundation server implementation specialist it focuses on solving real development challenges systematically
eliminating waste improving transparency and delivering better software more quickly and painlessly coverage
includes accelerating the flow of value to customers with a transparent backlog powerpoint storyboarding vs 2012
feedback requests and a usability lab right into your customers hands driving quality upstream to uncover hidden
architectural patterns ensure cleaner code fix multiple recurring cloned bugs at once ensure the definition of
done with continuous integration and deployment in a reliable build process eliminating no repro bugs with vs 2012
s six powerful mechanisms for more accurate fault identification and use of virtualized test environments using
scrum or other agile methods with process templates effectively across distributed teams in large organization by
automating burndowns and dashboards to identify early warning signals of emerging problems with quality or
maintainability staying in the groove by storing the state of your work and environment with shelvesets to let you
handle interruptions smoothly leveraging vs 2012 s new support for multiple microsoft and open source unit testing
frameworks in your ide and continuous integration pipeline performing exploratory testing to uncover bugs in
surprising places and testing immersive windows 8 apps rapidly improving team development and collaboration with
the hosted team foundation service whatever your development role this book will help you apply modern software
development practices using visual studio team foundation server 2012 to focus on what really matters building
software that begins delivering exceptional value sooner and keeps delighting customers far into the future
Visual Studio Team Foundation Server 2012 2012-09-11 a wealth of open and free software is available today for
windows developers who want to extend the development environment reduce development effort and increase
productivity this encyclopedic guide explores more than 100 free and open source tools available to programmers
who build applications for windows desktops and servers
Windows Developer Power Tools 2007 the ultimate developers guide to visual studio 2012 this expert wrox guide is
what you need to get up and running quickly on visual studio 2012 written by a microsoft visual c mvp it guides
you through the integrated development environment ide showing you how to maximize all new tools and improvements
offers programmers a fast way to ide centric programming success demonstrates new ide features including the new
metro style app project templates and windows 8 app store features explains each feature then illustrates the
context in which it will help you solve problems covers timely and essential topics related to rich client app
development web applications application services file configuration debugging and testing and more helps advanced
users customize and extend visual studio through the automation model writing macros working with the managed
extensibility framework mef and more provides ample detail for programmers who are new to visual studio 2012 as
well as for experienced programmers exploring the advanced capabilities of the ide professional visual studio 2012
uses a unique ide centric approach to help you get up and running quickly on this exciting new release
Professional Visual Studio 2012 2012-11-28 delve inside windows architecture and internals and see how core
components work behind the scenes led by three renowned internals experts this classic guide is fully updated for
windows 7 and windows server 2008 r2 and now presents its coverage in two volumes as always you get critical
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insider perspectives on how windows operates and through hands on experiments you ll experience its internal
behavior firsthand knowledge you can apply to improve application design debugging system performance and support
in part 1 you will understand how core system and management mechanisms work including the object manager
synchronization wow64 hyper v and the registry examine the data structures and activities behind processes threads
and jobs go inside the windows security model to see how it manages access auditing and authorization explore the
windows networking stack from top to bottom including apis branchcache protocol and ndis drivers and layered
services dig into internals hands on using the kernel debugger performance monitor and other tools
Windows Internals 2012-03-15 if you want to build applications that take full advantage of windows vista s new
user interface capabilities you need to learn microsoft s windows presentation foundation wpf this new edition
fully updated for the official release of net 3 0 is designed to get you up to speed on this technology quickly by
page 2 you ll be writing a simple wpf application by the end of chapter 1 you ll have taken a complete tour of wpf
and its major elements wpf is the new presentation framework for windows vista that also works with windows xp it
s a cornucopia of new technologies which includes a new graphics engine that supports 3 d graphics animation and
more an xml based markup language called xaml for declaring the structure of your windows ui and a radical new
model for controls this second edition includes new chapters on printing xps 3 d navigation text and documents
along with a new appendix that covers microsoft s new wpf e platform for delivering richer ui through standard web
browsers much like adobe flash content from the first edition has been significantly expanded and modified
programming wpf includes scores of c and xaml examples that show you what it takes to get a wpf application up and
running from a simple hello avalon program to a tic tac toe game insightful discussions of the powerful new
programming styles that wpf brings to windows development especially its new model for controls a color insert to
better illustrate wpf support for 3 d color and other graphics effects a tutorial on xaml the new html like markup
language for declaring windows ui an explanation and comparison of the features that support interoperability with
windows forms and other windows legacy applications wpf represents the best of the control based windows world and
the content based web world programming wpf helps you bring it all together
Programming WPF 2007-08-28 comprehensive guide to visual studio 2013 visual studio is your essential tool for
windows programming visual studio 2013 features important updates to the user interface and to productivity in
professional visual studio 2013 author microsoft certified trainer and microsoft visual c mvp bruce johnson brings
three decades of industry experience to guide you through the update and he doesn t just gloss over the basics
with his unique ide centric approach he steers into the nooks and crannies to help you use visual studio 2013 to
its maximum potential choose from more theme options check out the new icons and make your settings portable step
up your workflow with hover colors auto brace completion peek and codelens code asp net faster than ever with new
shortcuts get acquainted with the new sharepoint 2013 environment find your way around the new xaml editor for
windows store apps visual studio 2013 includes better support for advanced debugging techniques vast improvements
to the visual database tools and new support for ui testing for windows store apps this update is the key to
smoother quicker programming and professional visual studio 2013 is your map to everything inside
Professional Visual Studio 2013 2014-03-05 presents a guide to windows presentation foundation wpf a presentation
framework for windows xp and windows vista this book covers wpf framework and its major elements including the
xaml markup language the mapping of xaml to winfx code the wpf content model layout controls styles and templates
graphics and more
Programming Windows Presentation Foundation 2005 visual studio is a development ide created by microsoft to enable
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easier development for microsoft programming languages as well as development technologies it has been the most
popular ide for working with microsoft development products for the past 10 years extensibility is a key feature
of visual studio there have not been many books written on this aspect of visual studio visual studio
extensibility vsx can be considered a hard topic to learn for many developers in comparison with most net related
topics also its apis are very complex and not very well written some may refer to these apis as dirty because they
do not have good structure naming convention or consistency visual studio is now 10 years old it was created
during the com days for com programming but later migrated to net however visual studio still relies heavily on
com programming it was revamped when moving to the net platform but still contains its com nature this fact is
what makes it harder for net developers to work with vsx because it is an older product built on two technologies
it has produced inconsistency in code although there are problems with the current version of vsx the future looks
bright for it the many different teams working on the software have been moved into one umbrella group known as
the visual studio ecosystem team throughout the past 10 years visual studio has continued to grow and new
extensibility features have been added learning all of the options with their different purposes and
implementations is not easy many extensibility features are broad topics such as add ins macros and the new domain
specific language tools in visual studio learning these topics can be difficult because they are not closely
related to general net programming topics this book is for net developers who are interested in extending visual
studio as their development tool in order to understand the book you must know the following material well object
oriented programming oop the net framework and net programming c or visual basic languages some familiarity with c
some familiarity with xml and its related topics and visual studio structure and usage a familiarity with com
programming and different net technologies is helpful the aims of this book are to provide an overview of all
aspects of vsx enable readers to know where when to use extensibility familiarize readers with vs extensibility in
detail show readers the first steps and let them learn through their own experiences use examples sample code and
case studies to demonstrate things in such a way that helps readers understand the concepts avoid bothering
readers with long discussions and useless code samples in order to use this book and get the most out of it there
are some technical requirements you must have the following two packages installed on your machine to be able to
read understand the chapters and test code samples visual studio 2008 team system edition or other commercial
editions visual studio 2008 sdk 1 0 or its newer versions you will need to buy visual studio 2008 to register for
an evaluation version the free express editions of visual studio do not support the extensibility options the
visual studio sdk is needed in order to read some of the chapters in the book and can be downloaded as a free
package the operating system doesn t matter for the content of the book but all code was written with visual
studio 2008 team system edition in windows vista x86 chapters 1 2 and 3 will give you an introduction to the basic
concepts you need to understand before you can move on to the rest of the book chapter 4 discusses the automation
model which is an important prerequisite for many
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility 2008-03-31 annotation best practice management and development of visual
studio net 2005 applications with this easy to use scm tool from microsoft scm fundamentals and strategies clearly
explained real world soa example a hotel reservation system sourcesafe best practices across the complete
lifecycle multiple versions service packs and product updates
Visual SourceSafe 2005 Software Configuration Management in Practice 2007-02-16 pro net best practices is a
practical reference to the best practices that you can apply to your net projects today you will learn standards
techniques and conventions that are sharply focused realistic and helpful for achieving results steering clear of
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unproven idealistic and impractical recommendations pro net best practices covers a broad range of practices and
principles that development experts agree are the right ways to develop software which includes continuous
integration automated testing automated deployment and code analysis whether the solution is from a free and open
source or a commercial offering you will learn how to get a continuous integration server running and executing
builds every time code changes you will write clearer and more maintainable automated testing code that focuses on
prevention and helping your net project succeed by learning and following the net best practices in this book you
will avoid making the same mistakes once with this book at your side you ll get real world no nonsense approaches
to continuous integration automated testing automated deployment and code analysis tips and tricks you ll need to
clear hurdles that keep others from putting these common sense ideas into common practice guidance from the
minimal essential approach all the way to what s necessary to deliver at the highest levels of quality and
effectiveness benefit immediately even before finishing it from the knowledge workable advice and experience found
in pro net best practices
Pro .NET Best Practices 2012-01-25 in complex software projects managing the development process can be as
critical to success as writing the code itself a project may involve dozens of developers managers architects
testers and customers hundreds of builds and thousands of opportunities to get off track to keep tabs on the
people tasks and components of a medium to large scale project most teams use a development system that allows for
easy monitoring follow up and accountability microsoft team foundation server 2008 tfs the server component of
microsoft s visual studio team system vsts provides a powerful collaborative platform for software development
teams the product offers an integrated toolset for tracking work items creating test cases managing source code
generating builds constructing database schemas and so on because in software development one size does not fit
all tfs provides process customization project management and reporting capabilities to build solutions around
your requirements team foundation server 2008 in action is a hands on guide to team foundation server 2008 written
for developers with a good handle on tfs basics this book shows you how to solve real life problems it s not a
repetition of microsoft s product documentation team foundation server 2008 in action is a practitioner s handbook
for how to work with tfs under common constraints this book walks you through real life software engineering
problems based on hundreds of hours of tfs experience you ll benefit from expert author jamil azher s extensive
interactions with members of microsoft s tfs team and mvps survey feedback from the author s blog and interviews
with organizations and user groups using tfs instead of just offering a high level overview the book provides
detailed solutions for solving common and not so common problems using tfs it discusses the strengths as well as
weaknesses of tfs and suggests appropriate problem resolution steps workarounds or custom solutions purchase of
the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code
from the book
Team Foundation Server 2008 in Action 2008-11-30 domain specific languages dsls languages geared to specific
vertical or horizontal areas of interest are generating growing excitement from software engineers and architects
dsls bring new agility to the creation and evolution of software allowing selected design aspects to be expressed
in terms much closer to the system requirements than standard program code significantly reducing development
costs in large scale projects and product lines in this breakthrough book four leading experts reveal exactly how
dsls work and how you can make the most of them in your environment with domain specific development with visual
studio dsl tools you ll begin by mastering dsl concepts and techniques that apply to all platforms next you ll
discover how to create and use dsls with the powerful new microsoft dsl tools a toolset designed by this book s
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authors learn how the dsl tools integrate into visual studio and how to define dsls and generate visual designers
using visual studio s built in modeling technology in depth coverage includes determining whether dsls will work
for you comparing dsls with other approaches to model driven development defining tuning and evolving dsls models
presentation creation updates serialization constraints validation and more creating visual designers for new dsls
with little or no coding multiplying productivity by generating application code from your models with easy to use
text templates automatically generating configuration files resources and other artifacts deploying visual
designers across the organization quickly and easily customizing visual designers for specialized process needs
list of figures list of tables foreword preface about the authors chapter 1 domain specific development chapter 2
creating and using dsls chapter 3 domain model definition chapter 4 presentation chapter 5 creation deletion and
update behavior chapter 6 serialization chapter 7 constraints and validation chapter 8 generating artifacts
chapter 9 deploying a dsl chapter 10 advanced dsl customization chapter 11 designing a dsl index
Domain-Specific Development with Visual Studio DSL Tools 2007-05-24 the author placed itself from the point of
view of the developer which must be quickly productive and anticipate changes without having to reinvent the wheel
more than half the book is dedicated to the 2 0 version of net and covers the net platform the c 2 language and
the net framework with several reminders to fundamental it is the perfect book for the student the beginner or
even the seasoned developer
MSDN Magazine 2009 introducing silverlight 4 brings you up to speed with version 4 of silverlight quickly and
efficiently the book builds off your understanding of the basics of net coding and wpf allowing your journey to
silverlight 4 proficiency to be as quick and painless as possible the text highlights where coding techniques are
similar to other more established areas of the net framework likewise when your existing coding habits lead you to
a syntax or conceptual gotcha the text points that out too this book provides you with fast track coverage of all
the most important elements of the silverlight 4 technology ranging from xaml to standard controls from dealing
with media to networking from testing to deployment it also reveals features introduced with silverlight 4 and
offers guidance on how to best utilize them the book concludes with a pair of fully worked sample applications for
you to follow through because nothing reinforces your understanding of how concepts fit together as much as
looking at finished code it is assumed that readers are already be comfortable with the workings of the net
framework knowledge of expression blend is useful but not mandatory you ll learn the blend techniques that you
need to know as you go through the book by the end you will have followed a sound concise path to mastery of
silverlight 4
Practical .NET2 and C#2 2006 team foundation server is now for everyone team foundation server is an integral part
of microsoft s application lifecycle management suite for managing and delivering software projects the 2013
update has opened up tfs for everyone by expanding capabilities to support ios macos android and java development
professional team foundation server 2013 covers the latest updates for agile project management test case
management release management and shows new users the tfs workflow for managing and delivering products the
authors leverage their positions as mvp microsoft insiders to guide you step by step through all things tfs as
well as help prepare you for the team foundation server certification exam provides a broad overview of team
foundation server for developers software project managers testers business analysts and others wanting to learn
how to use tfs gives tfs administrators the tools they need to efficiently monitor and manage the tfs environment
covers core tfs functions including project management work item tracking version control test case management
build automation reporting explains extensibility options and how to write extensions for tfs helps certification
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candidates prepare for the microsoft team foundation server 2013 certification exam professional team foundation
server 2013 is the ultimate guide to mastering this invaluable developer s tool
Introducing Silverlight 4 2011-01-11 tag along with a master hacker on a truly memorable attack from
reconnaissance to infiltration you ll experience their every thought frustration and strategic decision making
first hand in this exhilarating narrative journey into a highly defended windows environment driven by ai step
into the shoes of a master hacker and break into an intelligent highly defensive windows environment you ll be
infiltrating the suspicious fictional offshoring company g s trust and their hostile microsoft stronghold while
the target is fictional the corporation s vulnerabilities are based on real life weaknesses in today s advanced
windows defense systems you ll experience all the thrills frustrations dead ends and eureka moments of the mission
first hand while picking up practical cutting edge techniques for evading microsoft s best security systems the
adventure starts with setting up your elite hacking infrastructure complete with virtual windows system after some
thorough passive recon you ll craft a sophisticated phishing campaign to steal credentials and gain initial access
once inside you ll identify the security systems scrape passwords plant persistent backdoors and delve deep into
areas you don t belong throughout your task you ll get caught change tack on a tee dance around defensive
monitoring systems anddisable tools from the inside spark flow s clever insights witty reasoning andstealth
maneuvers teach you to be patient persevere and adapt your skills at the drop of a hat you ll learn how to
identify and evade microsoft security systems like advanced threat analysis qradar mde and amsi seek out
subdomains and open ports with censys python scripts and other osint tools scrape password hashes using
kerberoasting plant camouflaged c backdoors and payloads grab victims credentials with more advanced techniques
like reflection anddomain replication like other titles in the how to hack series this book is packed with
interesting tricks ingenious tips and links to useful resources to give you a fast paced hands on guide to
penetrating and bypassing microsoft security systems
Professional Team Foundation Server 2013 2014-05-05 in depth coverage of the major visual studio 2015 revamp
professional visual studio 2015 is the leading pro s guide to new and upgraded features of microsoft visual studio
with a unique ide centric approach and deep dive into the software s many nooks and crannies this book will bring
you up to speed quickly on everything visual studio 2015 has to offer whether you re new to visual studio or just
upgrading you ll appreciate in depth professional explanation of updates features and support visual studio 2015
is packed with improvements that increase productivity and this book walks you through each one in succession to
help you smooth your workflow and get more accomplished from customization and the interface to code snippets and
debugging the visual studio upgrade expands your options and this book is your fast track guide to getting on
board quickly the visual studios 2015 release fixes a number of issues that deterred many professionals from
adopting vs 2013 old products have been retooled and new features are aimed at productivity enhancement and fixes
to ui fully aligned with vs 2015 this guide walks you through the changes and helps you incorporate helpful new
features into the way you work discover new options for themes displays and settings learn the new workflow and
shortcuts to asp net code master improved debugging and unit testing support capabilities exploit changes to
windows store apps phone apps azure and sharepoint
How to Hack Like a Legend 2022-10-25 a team of microsoft insiders shows programmers how to use visual studio 2005
team system the new suite of products from microsoft that can be used for software modeling design testing and
deployment focuses on practical application of the tools on code samples development scenarios and automation
scripting this timely book serves as both as a step by step guide and as a reference for modeling designing and
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coordinating enterprise solutions at every level using team system the book begins with an overview of team system
and then offers nuts and bolts guidance on practical implementation code examples are provided in both vb net and
c
Professional Visual Studio 2015 2015-09-08 filled with practical step by step instructions and clear explanations
for the most important and useful tasks the book will take a how to approach focusing on recipes that demonstrate
stylecop code analysis stylecop code analysis how to is intended for developers and project managers who are
looking for an all encompassing overview of stylecop to display or enforce their specific coding conventions it is
assumed that you have a minimal understanding of integration technologies such as msbuild and nant you should also
have some knowledge on how to program in c and linq an available version of visual studio 2008 professional or
superior is also required to follow the first chapters of this book
Professional Visual Studio 2005 Team System 2006-05-11 accelerated silverlight 2 will get you up to speed with
version 2 of silverlight quickly and efficiently author jeff scanlon assumes you re already comfortable with the
basics of net coding and with windows presentation foundation wpf and helps you build on your existing knowledge
to make your journey to silverlight 2 proficiency as quick and painless as possible where coding techniques are
similar to other more established areas of net he ll say so likewise where there s a syntax or conceptual gotcha
that you re existing coding habits will walk you into he ll point that out too you ll find fast track coverage of
all the most important elements of the silverlight 2 technology ranging from xaml to standard controls from
dealing with media to networking from testing to deployment two fully worked sample applications conclude your
path to silverlight 2 mastery because nothing reinforces your understanding of how concepts fit together as much
as looking at finished code the book is based on the assumption that readers will already be very comfortable with
the workings of the net framework knowledge of expression blend is useful but the author doesn t assume that you
re a master of it you ll learn the blend techniques that you need to know as you go along by the end of the book
the author will have provided you with a sound concise path to mastery of silverlight 2
Instant StyleCop Code Analysis How-to 2013-05-23 as the most important component of microsoft s visual studio r
2005 team system team foundation server is the central integration point that provides a collaborative environment
for every member of a team regardless of role since team foundation server is so tightly interwoven with the rest
of team system the authors have decided to present you with an invaluable resource that covers both so that you
may learn to set up and administer team foundation server in order to effectively use the whole team system
toolset effectively three microsoft team system mvps cover how to plan a team system deployment complete a
software project and everything in between they show you how to handle real world challenges and tackle the tasks
and scenarios that encompass the entire software development lifecycle what you will learn from this book how to
implement it governance such as sarbanes oxley how to work with mixed environments including java and net how to
set up the product for large distributed environments how and why to take multiple lifecycles into consideration
when deploying and using team system how to create custom development tools and administer and customize work
items how to monitor your team project metrics using sql server reporting services who this book is for this book
is for project managers it administrators and anyone whose role consists of administering team foundation server
on a daily basis running a software project setting up users or handling security wrox professional guides are
planned and written by working programmers to meet the real world needs of programmers developers and it
professionals focused and relevant they address the issues technology professionals face every day they provide
examples practical solutions and expert education in new technologies all designed to help programmers do a better
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Accelerated Silverlight 2 2008-11-23
Professional Team Foundation Server 2007-02-12
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